
Substance Use and Tobacco Prevention Committee Meeting 

Meeting 1 November 24, 2015 

5:00pm 

Place: Turning Point Recovery Center 

 

Committee Members Present    Committee Members Not Present        Non-Committee Members Present 

Brian                                                                          Tae                                                Kiah  (Director) 

Leitha                                                                         Beth 

Joan 

Ken 

Kiah: Announced he and Kia will not be attending the next ACT Meeting, scheduled for December 7th. 

Brian: We need to elect a secretary. Ken accepted nomination. Ken voted as secretary. 

Brian: Review responsibilities with the DFC grant and set priorities. 

Kiah: In January 2016 there will be a cannabis forum, discussing what the issues are if cannabis is sold 

retail.               

Leitha: Are we taking a position? 

Kiah: Not a position, but providing education.    

Joan: Turning Point had a movie showing this past September called The Other Side of Cannabis. Turning 

Point does not take a position on cannabis, but wants to deliver the message of education.  

Brian: Sticker Shock Program. 

Leitha: We are required to do 2 warning stickers, for the Sticker Shock Program. 

Kiah: The local venders like the Sticker Shock Program. The Stickers usually would warn purchasers of 

alcohol and cigarettes the consequences of distributing to minors.  

Brian: Would the High School CDC be interested in doing some graphic work for the Sticker Shock 

Program? 

Kiah: The High School has a graphic design program that may be able to help us. 



Kiah: Possible response to public events where alcohol is available. Some groups use a soccer card 

system, where the individuals getting out of hand are given penalty cards for bad behavior.  

Brian: What about Zoning laws for retail marijuana sales? 

Kiah: Jim Sullivan is looking into the zoning laws for retail marijuana sales facilities. 

Kiah: We need to communicate to the public about drug free zones. also increasing police patrolling at 

drinking events.   

Joan: Seeing the police on foot in the community is really good to see.  

Leitha: Positive Ticketing Programs work really well. There have been some of these done in Bennington 

recently with good response.  

Brian: Continuing with responsibilities, what are some of our other goals? 

Kiah: Nevin is drawing up a timeline with goal requirements, which will be presented in a future 

meeting.  

Brian: Can everyone please confirm their contact information is accurate.  

All Consented 

Brian:  Asked each Committee Member to describe their pros for serving on this committee.  

Brian: Burlington Labs. 

Leitha: 11 Years as director for CRJ 

Joan: Family member in recovery and director of Turning Point. 

Ken: Person of Recovery and on Board of Directors (Turning Point). 

Kiah: Wrote the Grant. 

Brian: Future meeting date? 

Kiah: We are allowing time at the next ACT Meeting for the Committees to meet. 

Brian: He will not be able to make it, but if we need additional meeting date and time we will discuss at 

later date. 

Brian: Motioned to adjourn 

Submitted 12/1/15 Kenneth Sigsbury 

 



 

 

            

                       

 

 

 

 


